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Abstract. We propose SUPPLE (Sequence-Update Pattern-Based Processing with 
Logical Expansions), a new dialog management framework that takes the core con-
cept of a dialog sequence as its main starting point. SUPPLE naturally enables 
the integration of the fexible and re-usable conversation patterns from the Nat-
ural Conversation Framework (NCF). Whereas NCF primarily provides a design 
framework, we developed a dialog engine and authoring framework that builds on 
the notion of a pattern for specifying sequence structure. In our approach we com-
bine patterns with the key concepts of update strategies and agenda adopted from 
the Information State Update (ISU) approach. The main contributions of our work 
are the introduction of concepts and mechanisms for automatically managing dia-
log sequences. The framework is implemented as a cognitive agent, and we show 
through a cooking assistant case study how the agent keeps track of a recipe in-
struction agenda while allowing for user- as well as agent-initiated sequence ex-
pansions. conversational agents to co-regulate the conversation and thus allows for 
more fexibility. 

Keywords. Sequence Updates, Natural Conversation Framework, Mixed-Initiative 
Dialog, Information State Update, Conversation Patterns, Conversational Agents 

1. Introduction 

Most dialog management frameworks focus on the dialog moves that are performed and 
less so on the overall structure of a conversation [1]. According to [2], who propose the 
Information State Update approach (ISU), the main functions of a dialog manager are up-
dating the current information state given the last move that was performed and selecting 
the next move to perform (if it is the agent’s turn). One recent approach combines dialog 
state tracking with reinforcement learning, where the dialog state is extracted as the most 
recent prompt of the system and the utterance of the user, along with the slots that have 
been collected [3]. End-to-end architectures, fnally, directly map the last user utterance 
to a response formulation [4]. While the conversation history may be incorporated, there 
is no concrete notion of sequential organisation of the conversation involved. 

In contrast, the Natural Conversation Framework (NCF; [5]) focuses more on the 
structural aspects of conversation and proposes a library of patterns that naturally occur 
in conversation. NCF also has more to say on how a conversation is managed than most 
dialog theories. By proposing patterns of conversation moves, it provides a toolbox for 
designing conversational agents. NCF is primarily intended for guiding the practice of 
conversational UX design, and does not explicate how conversational patterns could in-
form a dialog management module in a way similar to how ISU integrates dialog moves. 
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We propose SUPPLE (Sequence-Update Pattern-Based Processing with Logical Ex-
pansions), a new dialog management approach that combines the strengths of ISU and 
NCF - managing conversations in a natural way using patterns and sequence expansion 
as the core mechanism for update strategies, and including agenda-keeping capacities 
for initialising and adapting the direction of a conversation. Our approach offers a rich 
set of design patterns derived from NCF. There is no need for completely scripting or 
designing the dialog fow, but only a need to create patterns that the conversational agent 
can select from. This allows for a more fexible conversation, where both user and agent 
can co-regulate the interaction [6], in order to cover the full range of natural dialogs users 
may want to engage in [7] and to impose as few constraints on the dialog as possible [8]. 

To illustrate two common challenges in dialog systems and how they are addressed 
in SUPPLE, we present an example conversation with a cooking assistant in Figure 1. 
The assistant walks the user through a (dummy) recipe by following the course of a 
set of conversation patterns. One of the main challenges in dialog systems is how to 
support fexibility, which can be defned as the extent to which both parties can take the 
initiative in a dialog. The conversation patterns in the example are either initiated by the 
agent, often based on convention (opening the conversation, e.g. Fig. 1.1-3) or its agenda 
(checking whether ingredients are available in 1.13-14, instructing the recipe in 1.15-26), 
or by the user when asking a question (lines 1.5, 1.21 and 1.28) or thanking the agent 
(1.23). One of our design goals is to facilitate such a mixed-initiative interaction . Dialog 
systems that support mixed-initiative interaction need to be able to handle complexities 
due to the numerous and varied directions in which the user might steer the dialog [9]. 
This means that such systems need to be able to cope with utterances that fall outside of 
the system’s expected dialog sequence. 

A second challenge is related to the engineering of dialog systems. Our work aims to 
address the question of how to simplify the engineering of and facilitate re-use in design-
ing a dialog system, which is considered a complex task and diffcult problem requiring 
much effort in the literature [10,11]. Our work in this regard is similar to the goals of 
[12,13], who aim to facilitate authoring dialog and specifying dialog system behaviour. 
We believe our approach provides for a clear recipe of what a conversational designer 
needs to do whereas our framework already automates the domain-independent mech-
anisms provided to a user for navigating through a dialog. The conversational patterns 
aligned with the conversation in Figure 1 can easily be implemented in our framework to 
be readily applied by the agent. Although an expert developer can still adapt these rules 
or fne-tune how they apply, the essence of creating a dialog system for an application 
domain is selecting the patterns needed and a developer can focus attention on content. 

Our work contributes the following: 

• A new dialog engine that enhances co-regulation in conversations by means of se-
quence update mechanisms. These mechanisms enable expanding a sequence with 
sub-sequences (sub-dialogs), jumping to different patterns, and initiating repair in 
case of recognition or other problems; 

• A pattern library that integrates generic conversation patterns for opening, closing, 
repairing, and others from NCF. This library facilitates re-usability and confgura-
bility across conversational agents of domain-independent dialog capabilities; 

• An authoring approach that facilitates design of re-usable and easy-to-adapt con-
versation patterns. This approach aims to reduce the effort for and complexity of 
developing a mixed-initiative dialog management system [10,11]. 



Index Pattern Move Conversation Index Pattern Move Conversation 

1) C1.0 greeting [ Hello J 17) A3.0 recipeStep recipeContinuer I Next step I 

2) C1.0 self Identification [ I'm Sous-Chef J 18) A3.0 recipeStep recipe Step I Cut the garlic 

3) CLO greeting 0 19) A3.0 recipeStep recipeContinuer I Ok, done I 

4) AS.O recipeName recipe Inquiry What recipe would you 20) A3.0 recipeStep recipe Step When the water boils, 
like to cook? add the penne 

5) A2.4 recipeQuantity requestRecIpeQuantity I How much penne would I need? I 21) A2.4 recipeQuantity requestRecIpeQuantity 

6) slotFlll(RecIpe) DetallRecipeRequestQuantity [ For which recipe? J 

I Next step I 
22) A2.4 recipeQuantity grantRecipeQuantity 

7) B1 .3 outOfContextRepair recipeContinuer 

I am not sure what that 
23) B4.2 appreciation I Thanksl I 

8) B1 .3 outOfContextRepair repairlntent means in this context 
[ You're welcome J 24) B4.2 appreciat1onRece1pt 

9) slotFlll(RecIpe) give Detail I Sonry, I meant for the pasta 
25) A3.0 recipeStep recipeContinuer I Ok, next I 

For the pasta you need 10) A2.4 recipeQuantity grantRecipeQuantity 400 grams of penne 26) A3.0 recipe recipeStepFinal Garnish with grated cheese 
and your pasta is finished 

Then I would like to go 11) A5.0 recipeName recipe Request for the pasta, please 27) C4.0 lastTopicCheck [ Anything else? J 

12) A5.0 recipeName recipeChoiceReceipt [ Pasta is a great choice I J 28) C3.0 capabilityCheck !What can you do?I 

13) AS.O ingredlentsCheck ingredientsCheck Do you have all the ingredients At the moment I can converse with you 
needed for the pasta? about nothing in particular. I do know 29) C3.0 describeCapability 

how to make a tasty pasta or 
14) A5.0 ingredientsCheck confirmation I Yes, I do I pancakes, if you are interested 

15) A3.0 recipe posItIveReceipt Splendid I I will guide you through 30) C4.0 farewell I Ok then, bye I 
the process of making pasta 

31) C4.0 farewell [ Goodbye J 
16) A3.0 recipeStep recipe Step [ Boil a pan full of water J 
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2. Related Work 

There have been many different frameworks proposed for managing a dialog by a con-
versational agent. For example, [8] proposes the use of frames, and [14,15,16,17] a plan-
based approach to manage a dialog. A shared goal among several of these frameworks is 
to approximate human-like performance in conversations, with as a prominent aim to en-
able fexible mixed-initiative conversations that can be shaped by both the agent and user. 
To this end, [18] incorporate insights from the feld of conversation analysis by structur-
ing dialog with conversational fragments and adjacency pairs for an interactive toy. Like 
them, we propose a mixed-initiative framework that is inspired by the same concepts, but 
we add sequence expansion as a core mechanism to our dialog engine, which consider-
ably enhances the possibilities of interlocutors to take initiative while also maintaining 
structure in the conversation. [19] models mixed-initiative in their dialog manager as a 
reward system, where the agent takes initiative when this is expected to be rewarding in 
the conversation, and likewise allows humans to do so for the same reason. This, how-
ever, also reduces the scope of natural conversational directions, as it is diffcult to frame 
many natural sequence expansions in terms of rewards. 

Our dialog management framework builds on Prolog for modelling the agent’s 
knowledge about a domain and conversation in general. Likewise, the TRAINS project 
[14] proposes a logic-based approach to dialog management, using episodic logic with 
inference and including an abstract execution plan with expectations regarding the dia-
log acts to perform, which is monitored and re-planned if needed. Our framework also 
features planning and adaptation functionality, but offers more fexibility by using se-
quences of dialog acts as central building blocks that can be expanded on by the agent or 
user. 

[13] proposes a dialog management framework based on concepts from program-
ming language theory emphasising the value of the concept of partial evaluation for fex-
ible dialog management. Their main goal is to offer a solution for the combinatorial ex-
plosion that needs to be dealt with when the order of utterances in a dialog can become 
very fexible as is often the case in mixed-initiative systems. Our goals are similar but 
the tools we propose different. One of the main lessons we derive from the work of [13] 
is that typically the size of the patterns used in the dialog management framework that 
we propose should be kept small. The smaller the patterns are that are used the fewer 
variants there exist. Moreover, having many different small patterns allows for great fex-
ibility in our approach as in principle the key mechanism of sequence expansion allows 
for any combination of the available patterns. 

The RavenClaw framework introduced in [17] aims to support domain-independent 
conversational skills, and the development of mixed-initiative systems operating in task-
oriented domains. It requires the conversational designer to specify a hierarchical plan 
for the interaction. Instead of asking the designer to specify a tree structure at design 
time, our framework only requires the designer to specify linear structures (patterns) 
which the dialog engine is able to turn into a dialog tree at run-time using sequence ex-
pansion as mechanism. Whereas [17] provides a rich repertoire of error recovery strate-
gies and models for dealing with non-understandings which could also be incorporated 
in the generic pattern library for our dialog engine, we additionally propose an authoring 
approach using a predefned authoring language. 



Pattem A 1.0 Inquiry (User) 

1 U: INQUIRY 
2A: ANSWER 

Example 

3 U: SEQUENCE CLOSER 

1 U: What was the name of 
the first chatbot? 

2 A: Her name was ELIZA 
3U: Ok 
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Figure 2. Example of a conversational pattern mark-up (A=agent, U=user) adapted from [5]. 

3. Background 

We provide some background on the key concepts of the Information State Update ap-
proach and the Natural Conversation Framework that our work builds on. 

Information State Update The Information State Update (ISU) approach was originally 
proposed by [20] as a way to specify how dialog moves can trigger a subsequent agent 
move in a structured conversation. At its core are the concepts of information state, dia-
log moves, and update rules [2]. The information state, which is represented as a record, 
keeps track of all aspects relevant to the conversation, such as the conversation history, 
the knowledge and beliefs of the agent, and the agenda which guides the agent’s targets 
in the conversation. Dialog moves are named to abstract from the specifc utterances that 
are used in a turn, and inform the interpretation of user utterances as well as the for-
mulation of agent utterances. Information states are updated by update rules which are 
triggered by the current state and dialog moves performed by the dialog participants [21]. 

Natural Conversation Framework The Natural Conversation Framework (NCF) is pro-
posed by [5] and based on insights from Conversation Analysis [22]. 

NCF is aimed at improving the user experience of conversational interfaces by 
proposing a pattern language similar to what is used in interaction design [23]. The pat-
tern language consists of conversational patterns as common sequences of social actions 
which are similar to the dialog moves in ISU. The patterns can be used to shape the di-
alog behaviour and capabilities of a conversational agent. NCF is proposed as a frame-
work to be used by development teams of conversational agents. The pattern language 
may be applied in combination with any platform, but is particularly aimed at those that 
support the Intent-Entity-Context-Response paradigm, which we assume as the default 
approach for natural language understanding here (see also Section 4.3). 

The patterns in [5] are specifed as a sequence of moves by either user or agent and 
are accompanied by an example conversation. Each pattern is given a code so as to facil-
itate re-usability. Figure 2 provides an illustration of a typical pattern, where a question 
frst is posed that is followed by an answer and a sequence closer. [5] describes many 
of such patterns, categorised into Conversational Activity, Sequence-level management 
and Conversation Management UX patterns. These conversational patterns can inform 
an agent about the direction that a conversation may follow, while offering the fexibility 
to follow different paths and allowing for turns that switch from one pattern to another. 

Patterns established by conversation analysis aim at identifying the sequential ex-
pectations that are raised and oriented to by participants - inquiries are typically followed 
by an answer [24]. They are deliberately kept short to enable sequence expansion, for 
example, when the question is not completely understood and a paraphrase is given in-
stead of an answer, which may in turn be confrmed after which the answer is given. By 
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Figure 3. The SUPPLE Architecture (codes next to boxes map to the subsections in this paper) 

means of sequence expansion humans can maintain common ground and satisfy condi-
tions needed for closing an original sequence. The ambition of our framework is to auto-
mate these mechanisms and provide a method for specifying patterns by a dialog author 
and used as sub-sequences that relate to the main active conversational sequence. 

4. SUPPLE 

In SUPPLE, we adopt and integrate concepts from both ISU and NCF. From ISU we 
take the concepts of information state and agenda, following [2], which can be used to 
provide a solid way for keeping track of the conversation, and for guiding subsequent 
agent moves to give direction to a conversation. From NCF, we borrow concepts for 
modelling dialog structure. In particular, we include as frst-class citizens in our approach 
the concepts of a sequence (expansion) and pattern from NCF. 

ISU allows an information state to vary per dialog theory and specifes various com-
ponents that can be used to model such a state. In SUPPLE, the agent maintains an in-
formation state that consists of an agenda, the session history, and a memory (beliefs in 
the terminology of ISU). The session history represents the (in)complete sequences of a 
conversation and the progress made in the conversation thus far. We store the complete 
session and not only the last dialog move. The memory extracts and keeps useful infor-
mation provided by the user about entities up-to-date (e.g., which recipe a user selected). 
In addition, patterns are stored in the agent’s knowledge base as static information about 
basic dialog conventions. 

The architecture of SUPPLE is depicted in Figure 3 and consists of a dialog author-
ing approach (Section 4.1), a dialog engine (Section 4.2), and user interaction compo-
nents (Section 4.3). 1 SUPPLE’s dialog authoring approach complements NCF’s generic 
design framework by providing concrete guidelines on how to instantiate conversational 
patterns with domain-specifc content. The SUPPLE dialog engine defnes and imple-
ments the mechanisms for sequence expansion and provides support for coordinating the 
fow of the dialog and communication with other sub-systems and components. User in-
teraction in SUPPLE is supported by means of a user interface (which can be either text 
or voice-based) for collecting user input and a Natural Language Understanding (NLU) 

1See https://bitbucket.org/socialroboticshub/clients/src/master/dialogmngr/ for the 
source code. 

https://bitbucket.org/socialroboticshub/clients/src/master/dialogmngr/
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component based on the IECR paradigm. We assume the NLU component outputs in-
tents (dialog moves), entity key-value parameters, and recognition confdence.2 The dia-
log engine and the dialog authoring notation are implemented as a cognitive agent in the 
GOAL programming language [25] and Prolog [26]. 

4.1. Authoring Language 

We introduce the dialog-authoring notation of our approach to demonstrate its versatility 
but also the ease with which (at least) a (simple) conversational agent can be specifed. 
A conversational agent can already be developed with only basic knowledge of Prolog. 
Although there is no requirement to develop advanced capabilities, the use of Prolog (or 
other KR languages) has the beneft of providing the agent with access to more advanced 
reasoning capabilities. We illustrate below how the memory maintained automatically 
by the dialog engine can be queried to select appropriate phrases by the agent. We note 
that even though the approach we discuss here requires specifying knowledge, this does 
not preclude the use of automated approaches to extract knowledge about a domain or 
conversational patterns. 

The approach for developing a conversational agent in our framework consists of 
four key steps: the conversational designer needs to (1) specify domain-specifc content, 
(2) specify intents and associated phrases, (3) specify domain-specifc conversational 
patterns, and, last but not least, (4) fne-tune the agent’s behaviour by specifying various 
parameters for generic patterns. 

4.1.1. Specifying Domain-Specifc Content A designer is free to specify domain con-
tent any way they want by introducing Prolog facts and rules. For example, the fact 
ingredient(pasta, penne,‘400 grams’) specifes the amount of penne needed for 
making pasta and step(pasta, 2, ‘Cut the garlic.’) specifes the second step of the 
pasta recipe. Including the step number here is useful to be able to iterate over recipe 
steps in the recipe pattern. 

4.1.2. Specifying Intents and Associated Phrases A designer needs to specify both user 
and agent intents, which are the basic building blocks for specifying patterns. Specifca-
tion of user intents and associated entities depends on the NLU component used. It is the 
designer’s responsibility to optimise the intent recognition from user input by providing 
examples of such input. For cases where the NLU component fails, the dialog engine will 
automatically deploy a generic repair pattern for handling intent recognition failures. 

The agent intents name the dialog moves available to the conversational agent. The 
main task here is to specify intent-phrase pairs of the form text(recipeInquiry, "What 
recipe would you like to cook?") that the agent can use to generate utterances. Gen-
erating phrases often requires specifying a rule to be able to access context and domain-
specifc information. To this end, several predefned predicates are supported by the 
dialog engine, such as stepCounter/1 for keeping track of steps that need to be iter-
ated and keyValue/2 for accessing memory. For example, text(recipeStep, Txt) :-
currentRecipe(Recipe), stepCounter(Cnt), step(Recipe, Cnt, Txt) uses the do-
main knowledge about recipe steps illustrated above to retrieve the next instruction 
text for the intent recipeStep. A designer can also defne queries to extract rele-
vant information from the session (history). For example, currentRecipe(Recipe) :-
keyValue(recipe, Recipe) used above accesses memory to retrieve the current recipe. 

2In our current implementation we used Google Dialogfow https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow. 

 https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow
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Finally, a designer needs to provide domain-specifc phrases for some of the intents 
that are part of the generic pattern library. For example, there is a generic pattern for 
performing capability checks by a user and a designer needs to specify the phrase in 
Figure 1.29 for the agent intent describeCapability. 

4.1.3. Specifying Patterns The most important task of a designer is to specify domain-
specifc patterns for structuring the conversation. Patterns specify the order in which in-
tents are expected by the dialog engine and whether the agent or user is expected to gen-
erate these intents. To be precise, a SUPPLE pattern is a list with an identifer (its name) 
at the head of the list followed by a list of actor-intent pairs which indicate who is ex-
pected to take the turn (either user or agent) and which intent is expected; an actor-intent 
pair can also be replaced with an agenda management action (Section 4.2). One approach 
is to specify domain-specifc patterns by instantiating some of the patterns discussed 
in [5]. For example, pattern([a20recipeOptions, [user, requestRecipeOptions], 
[agent, recipeOptions]]) specifes a pattern with id a20recipeOptions which allows 
a user to ask which recipes are available and the agent to respond with a list of options. 
Multiple variants of a pattern with the same identifer can be specifed which allows for 
more fexible user interaction. Besides actor-intent pairs, agenda management actions 
can be used as part of a pattern for, e.g., repeating a sub-pattern. This allows for more 
sophisticated interactions with a user. For example, pattern([a30recipe, [agent, 
recipeConfirm], [agent, repeat(a30recipeStep)], [agent, finalStep]]) instan-
tiates an extended telling pattern where a30recipeStep is a sub-pattern that is repeatedly 
deployed until all steps of a recipe have been made. 

4.1.4. Fine Tuning Generic Patterns The dialog engine has a library of generic patterns 
(including generic intents) which can be re-used that do not need to be specifed by a de-
signer. Many of these generic patterns have variants which can be activated or fne-tuned 
by means of parameters available to a conversational designer. For example, parameters 
for specifying the agent’s name (e.g., agentName(‘Sous-Chef’)) and whether the agent 
takes the initiative or performs a welfare check can be used to make the agent start by 
self-identifying or not (Fig. 1.2). Other parameters can be used, for example, to make the 
agent perform a check at the end of a session on whether a user needs anything else (Fig. 
1.27), or for fne-tuning the response of repair mechanisms. 

4.2. Dialog Engine 

4.2.1. Session history This is the core of the dialog engine, in which the running con-
versation is stored and updated. A session (history) is a list of sequences, where each 
sequence in a session is associated with a pattern. A SUPPLE sequence essentially is an 
(incomplete) pattern where the actor-intent pairs are replaced by actor-intent-parameter 
triples, agenda management actions, or subsequences (i.e. subdialogs). The parameters 
in the triples store additional information about entities extracted from the user input 
during a conversation (e.g., a recipe name). Contextual elements such as the most recent 
values for entity parameters (overwriting older ones) are also stored in the agent’s mem-
ory for convenient access but only the session maintains the full history of user input and 
can be queried to retrieve this information. We say that a sequence is complete if the se-
quence without subsequences matches with a pattern, which indicates the sequence has 
completely executed the pattern. The currently active (incomplete) sequence at the head 
of a session is used by the dialog generation module to select a next agent dialog move 
(intent) that matches with the sequence’s corresponding pattern if it is the agent’s turn. 
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A session history has a tree-like structure to represent the relation between sequences 
and subsequences: when an active sequence is expanded with a subsequence, this subse-
quence becomes part of the active sequence. The information state in our approach thus 
is not a fat representation of plans or questions under discussion [2] but at runtime is 
similar to plan-based approaches such as [17,21]. 

4.2.2. Agenda The agenda is also part of the information state that is updated during 
the course of a conversation. A SUPPLE agenda is an ordered list of pattern identifers, 
which specifes the overall “plan” of the agent for carrying out a task. The agent uses its 
agenda as a top-level schedule in its dialog generation module to structure the conversa-
tion, and thus has a goal-setting function. Several agenda management actions may be 
performed on the agenda. 

4.2.3. Generic patterns This knowledge base stores patterns and intents that are appli-
cable to most conversational contexts. Examples include patterns for opening and closing 
a conversation, for sequence closing and repair, and for automatic slot flling. 

4.2.4. Session Update This module performs updates to the session history based on 
the last dialog move that was performed by either user or agent. By design we know 
that the dialog engine will always select agent moves that match expectations (set by 
the currently active sequence) and therefore agent moves can simply be added to the 
active sequence. However, as we cannot control user input to match such expectations 
and instead want to allow for user initiative, the engine is provided with mechanisms for 
handling each of the following cases. These mechanisms for sequence management and 
expansion are at the heart of and are a core contribution of the SUPPLE framework: 

• User input matches expected input and contributes to the active sequence (e.g. 
Fig. 1.3): recognised intent matches the next intent in a pattern associated with 
the currently active sequence and user input is appended to the active sequence to 
make progress to complete the associated pattern. 

• User input does not match expectations but corresponds with a frst move in a 
pattern that can be used to validly expand the current sequence (e.g. Fig. 1.5): 
the active sequence is expanded with a new subsequence consisting only of the 
associated pattern identifer. 

• User input corresponds with the start of a known pattern and there is no currently 
active sequence: a new sequence is added to the head of the session history (this 
only happens if the agent is not set to take the initiative in those cases). 

• User input that does not match expectations and is only known to occur later than 
the frst move in any pattern (e.g. Fig. 1.7): this triggers expansion of the active 
sequence with a subsequence that focuses on repair toward the active sequence. 

The session update module also handles turn-taking and determines whose turn it is 
from the pattern that matches the currently active sequence. Turn taking may take place at 
each turn conversational unit, but does not need to. Multiple moves may be subsequently 
performed by the agent.3 In case the agent performs consecutive moves, this is in line 
with either the conversational pattern or agenda (after fnishing a sequence, the agent 
might want to start a new sequence in line with its agenda). 

3Multiple moves by the user might yield a confict with the known conversation patterns. In practice, how-
ever, intent recognition is commonly not catered for detecting multiple intents from a single user turn. 
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4.2.5. Dialog Generation The Dialog Generation module decides which dialog move 
the agent should make next based on the ongoing session and its agenda. If a pattern is 
active with an expected agent intent that can be performed, this intent will be selected. 
The currently active sequence in a session history thus provides a mechanism for keeping 
track of discourse obligations [27]. From the last user move the agent can infer if it needs 
to respond to that move by checking if the pattern that is executed requires the agent 
to make a move. It may also be the case that the last user move ends a subsequence, in 
which case the agent can proceed with older obligations, such as the need to still provide 
an answer after, e.g., a clarifcation expansion of the sequence. Note that obligations 
are not explicitly represented in the system but rather inferred from the session history 
using the reasoning rules that are part of the agent’s knowledge. We assume an agent 
will always comply with the expectation of the currently active pattern, i.e. perform an 
utterance with the intent that follows the last intent, or will engage in a clarifcation or 
request dialog such as requesting for additional values for entities (slot flling, e.g., Fig. 
1.6). Such a clarifcation or request dialog can be instigated by the agent if a pattern is 
active while an expected agent intent cannot be performed. If, for example, this is due to 
lack of information, the agent will expand the sequence with a subsequence to enable the 
expected agent intent. The Dialog Generation module is also responsible for initiating 
generic patterns for opening and closing a conversation (e.g., Fig. 1.27) and for executing 
agenda management actions (e.g., Fig. 1.16). 

4.2.6. Dialog Update This module handles incoming user intents from the Natural Lan-
guage Understanding module (see Section 4.3) and updates the agent’s memory with 
newly received entity values. It matches the intents to the moves that it knows about and 
handles unknown intents by expanding the current sequence with a repair sequence. 

4.2.7. NLG The Natural Language Generation (NLG) module transforms agent intents 
into a textual or spoken utterance. As natural language generation is beyond the scope of 
this paper, we provide a simple generic template-based approach for generating natural 
language phrases that the agent uses to respond to user input (see Section 4.1). In its 
most simple form, all that is needed is to associate a textual phrase with an intent. In its 
more advanced forms, language generation can involve flling in phrase parts by means 
of inferred information from knowledge sources. Alternatively, general purpose natural 
language generation may be deployed for transforming semantic representations to text. 

4.3. User Interaction and Implementation 

4.3.1. User interaction The SUPPLE framework does not make any specifc assump-
tions about user interaction nor the modalities used (e.g., text, speech) other than that 
such interaction is facilitated through a conversational interface. Currently, the frame-
work supports a textual as well as basic voice-based (with strict turn-taking) interface. 

4.3.2. Natural Language Understanding SUPPLE assumes that any utterance received 
from the user via an interface is interpreted by a separate Natural Language Understand-
ing (NLU) component that outputs a recognised intent, associated entities, and recogni-
tion confdence (if any). The output of the NLU component is forwarded to the dialog 
engine. A range of mature applications are available for Intent-Entity-Context-Response-
based dialog modelling that only require a conversational designer to provide example 
phrases to be able to perform intent recognition by means of exact matching and Machine 
Learning in the back-end. We make use of Google Dialogfow for the interpretation of 
user utterances but other similar applications such as RASA [28] may also be used. 
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Cognitive agent The dialog engine is implemented using the cognitive agent program-
ming language GOAL [25]. Agents have been used before for implementing dialog man-
agement, e.g. [29]. For our purposes, it is particularly useful that cognitive agents are 
rule-based and therefore also offer a natural implementation framework for the update 
rules and strategies of ISU. 

5. Case Study: Cooking Assistant 

To showcase the co-regulation and agenda-keeping capabilities of SUPPLE, we designed 
a cooking assistant example that has the purpose to guide a user through a recipe and help 
them with questions about the recipe, cooking skills and ingredients. Recipe instruction 
as a genre has a solid conversation structure in the form of the recipe steps, thereby 
lending itself well to agenda functionality, and likewise requires sequence expansions to 
enable, for example, clarifcation of recipe steps. 

An example conversation, already briefy introduced and referenced above, between 
a user and the cooking assistant is displayed in Figure 1. As before, we refer to lines in the 
conversation by reference to the fgure and index, e.g. 1.1 refers to the frst opening line. 
Here, we focus on how SUPPLE enables particular mixed-initiative dialog sequences. 
The patterns and moves are specifed in separate columns in Figure 1. The pattern codes 
are based on patterns discussed in [5]. Codes followed by a name are adjusted to the 
cooking assistant domain, while codes without a name refer to domain-independent pat-
terns that are part of the generic pattern library directly adapted from [5]. The recipe that 
is discussed in the conversation is deliberately kept short to show most conversational 
mechanisms enabled by SUPPLE, but will not result in a proper pasta meal. 

Opening and closing The opening and closing lines 1.1-3 and 1.27-31 are based on 
generic patterns as they are standard to most conversational genres. These patterns can 
be agent- or user-initiated and fne-tuned by various parameters (see Section 4.1). The 
cooking assistant agent initiates the conversation and introduces itself. 

The agent has been adapted to perform a last topic check when the agenda has suc-
cessfully been completed. The dialog engine will therefore automatically trigger the as-
sociated C4 pattern and the agent will proceed to a last topic check. In our example, the 
user expands the sequence with a capability check (also standard to most assistants) after 
which the user decides to say goodbye, which is then followed by a closing goodbye 
from the agent. There are multiple variants of the C4 pattern available to handle different 
user responses. For example, the user could also have given a disconfrmation regarding 
the last topic check, after which the agent would reply with a wellwish. 

Agenda keeping The patterns marked in bold in Figure 1 are part of the agenda that the 
agent is initialised with. The agent initiates these patterns in order, only when a preceding 
top-level pattern is successfully completed. That means that the agent will only continue 
with agenda items (patterns) if all sub-dialogs have either been completed or aborted and 
the conversation has returned to the main top-level. While the agenda is maintained by 
the agent, the user has the option to add agenda items (for example, a second recipe) or 
put agenda items into focus. These actions are not manifested in the example. 

Sequence expansion Lines 1.4-11 illustrate the sequence expansion mechanism, which 
is at the core of the SUPPLE framework. They introduce four different levels of expan-
sions indicated by indentation. The agent and user consecutively take the initiative in the 
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conversation, i.e., initiate a (sub)sequence. These sequence expansions are typical of the 
mixed-initiative conversations enabled by SUPPLE. The consecutive sequence expan-
sions are in turn closed in reverse order, in line with the tree structure of the session his-
tory. This structure enables the agent to keep track of the sequence(s) before expansion 
and correctly interpret the user answer in 1.11 to a question it asked seven turns earlier. 

After the agent asks the user for the preferred recipe in 1.4, the user takes the initia-
tive and replies by asking for the quantity of a particular ingredient in 1.5. By receiving a 
user intent that is not expected (the agent expects a recipe name as answer to its question) 
but instead matches with the frst intent of another domain-specifc pattern, the dialog 
engine initiates a sequence expansion with this matching pattern. This in turn spurs the 
agent to take the initiative because it identifes it misses information (slots) by further ex-
panding the sequence with a generic slot flling pattern used to ask for additional details 
in order to be able to answer this reply in 1.6. The user then says something unintelligi-
ble in this context in 1.7 even though the NLU component is able to identify the move 
as a recipe continuer intent. The dialog engine identifes this move as an out-of-context 
move which triggers an expansion with a response of the agent in a new repair sequence 
1.8. The user then continues and gives an answer to the agent’s question in 1.9. With 
the additional information collected, the agent can now answer the original question of 
the user in 1.10, after which the user replies to the agent’s initial question by making a 
choice for a recipe in 1.11. At that point all (sub)sequences have been closed again. 

The Repeat Agenda Management Action Lines 1.15-26 illustrate the use of the agenda 
management capability to repeat a (sub)dialog as many times as needed. This allows for 
a form of expansion by which the length of a pattern is dynamically decided based upon, 
in this case, the length of the recipe to be instructed. The A3 recipe pattern initiated in 
1.15 is consecutively expanded by the A3 recipe step pattern in lines 1.16, 1.18, and 1.20, 
matching the frst three steps of the recipe. The repeat action iterates over these steps until 
there are no steps left to instruct. This facilitates conversations guided by an extended 
and repetitive information exchange, like storytelling, instruction or interviewing. Note 
that the last step is handled differently to avoid the dialog engine getting stuck on the 
expectation that a user replies with a continuer. 

Contextualised response Lines 1.21-24 illustrate how agent responses are contextu-
alised. In 1.21 the user essentially repeats its earlier question in 1.5 how much of an 
ingredient will be needed. Whereas at 1.5 it is not yet clear which recipe the user will 
select, this is different at 1.21 where the selected recipe is already being instructed. The 
agent at that point is able to retrieve the recipe from memory and therefore does not 
initiate the slot flling pattern as in 1.6 but immediately is able to answer the question. 
The subsequent appreciation in line 1.23 does not match the expected continuer which 
initiates a matching (sub)dialog at the same sequence level. 

6. Discussion and Conclusion 

We propose the SUPPLE (Sequence-Update Pattern-based Processing with Logical Ex-
pansions) dialog framework. SUPPLE addresses the core challenge of enabling mixed-
initiative, yet structured dialog with a conversational agent, where both agent and user 
can co-regulate the course of the conversation and the agent keeps track of the conver-
sation to make progress toward certain goals. It builds on the notion of a conversational 
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sequence [5]. The SUPPLE dialog engine provides a range of mechanisms for managing 
conversations by building on the key notion of sequence expansion. Re-usability and de-
velopment effort and expertise are additional challenges which we address by introduc-
ing an authoring approach which clearly separates the design of domain-specifc conver-
sational patterns from the domain-independent generic patterns and conversational skills 
that are available to a SUPPLE agent. 

A key contribution of our work has been to add conversational management, repair, 
and other capabilities to a dialog system inspired by the work of [20,2,5]. We thus build 
on sophisticated theories for dialog updating of information states [20,2], complemented 
by the work of [5] which focuses on conversational structure. Where [5] mostly addresses 
conversational design, we have designed SUPPLE as a new approach that provides au-
tomated support for conversational sequence management. In addition, SUPPLE builds 
on the Intent-Entity-Context-Response paradigm, which enables the use of mature NLU 
platforms for intent recognition and entity extraction from what a user said, such as Di-
alogfow. Conversational context is provided by SUPPLE by means of instantiated pat-
terns, i.e. sequences of intents or dialog moves associated with utterances from either 
user or conversational agent. The mechanism of sequence updating that is based on pro-
cessing predefned patterns, which is at the core of the SUPPLE framework, provides for 
the fexibility needed for mixed-initiative interaction. 

Future Work In this paper, we have focused on the design of SUPPLE and provided the 
cooking assistant case study to illustrate the approach. It has shown SUPPLE supports 
sequence expansion by either agent or user which enables the agent to respond to earlier 
moves in a sequence regardless of the depth of the expansion. In principle, a SUPPLE 
conversational agent can handle any conversational pattern, but it is of course limited by 
the patterns that are available to it. To scale up, we will develop an approach to auto-
matically analyze how conversational sequences follow, expand and close one another in 
real-world conversation data. The recent study by [30] provides a good basis to this end. 

The case-study is only a proof of concept that demonstrates the usefulness of auto-
matically generating a tree-like chain of predefned patterns based on the dialog moves 
of user and agent that are engaged in a conversation. We are currently designing usability 
studies with users to gather empirical fndings on our example and other case studies. 

Even though our approach facilitates identifcation of out-of-context dialog moves 
(e.g., Fig 1.7), it raises additional questions of how to manage this fexibility and how 
to provide conversational designers with the tools to restrict the scope of application 
of sequence expansions. Future work should clarify how we can specify such scoping 
constraints and how the agent should handle dialog moves of a user that confict with 
these constraints. 
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